The Commission C 10 major activity report from 1/2015 till now:

1. The C 10 YSP 2015 award ceremony was held in APS March meeting, San Antonio, US, March 3, 2015. The prize winner is Prof. Keji Lai, University of Texas, Austin.

2. We have just announced publically in the IUPAP web site on the C 10 2016 YSP to start the nomination process from 5/1 till 7/15.

3. Given the very diversity of the fields in C 10, the commission members have not be able to meet face to face in the past. The conference of “Materials and Mechanism of Superconductivity” is a C 10 sponsored conference, and the 11th conference will be held in Geneva, from 8/23-28 this year. The C 10 members such as Laura Green (Vice chair) and Marisa Medarde from Switzerland have suggested to take this opportunity to have most of our C 10 members to get together during this M²S conference.

4. One of discussion focus for our commission meeting in M²S is to consider on how to incorporate the Materials Genome Initiative (MGI) in US, as well as the “Materials’ Revolution--Computational Design and Discovery of Novel Materials” (MARVEL) in SWISS into C 10.
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